WELCOME TO THE MULTIVERSITY
WHY DO WE NEED TO CHANGE?

FACILITIES

FACULTY

STUDENTS

COMPETITION
HOW DO WE CHANGE?

BE UNCONVENTIONAL

DEAL WITH UNFAMILIAR AND RAPID TRANSFORMATION

COLLABORATE
WHAT’S BETWEEN STRUCTURE & BEHAVIOR?
OUR SOLUTION: THE MULTIVERSITY
DEFINITION OF PORTAL CAMPUS:

- STRATEGIC PRESENCE IN CRUCIAL PHYSICAL SPACE OF CHANGE
- PRIMARY LOCATION ENCOURAGES HYBRID APPROACH
- PHYSICAL CONNECTIVITY
- CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
MATRIX OF THE MULTIVERSITY

PLANNED PHYSICAL DISPERSAL
FACILITATE CHANGE AND DISCOVERY
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT
ADDING NEW AREAS OF RESEARCH
PROXIMITY
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE OF THE MULTIVERSITY | PORTAL CAMPUSES
THE MULTIVERSITY SO FAR:

- IDENTIFIED OPTIMAL LOCATIONS FOR PORTALS
- DECIDED ON THE DISPERAL OF ACADEMIC FIELDS
- UPGRADEING INFRASTRUCTURE
IMMEDIATE CHALLENGES

- MANAGING COMPLEXITY
- FUNDRAISING
- ENHANCING STUDENT OUTREACH
- INCENTIVIZING CHANGE
MILESTONES FOR 2018-19

COMPLETE BRAUDE IMMERSION
Reach agreement with Ort (December 2018)
Complete merger protocol with the College (November 2018)
Commence construction of new buildings (December 2018)

PORT CAMPUS
Begin teaching in the Dylan Tauber Building (November 2018)
Begin renovation of current campus building (January 2019)

WIZO
Reach agreement with worldwide WIZO (June 2019)

MARINE SCIENCES
Acquisition of the Bat Galim Building (TBD)

RAMBAM: Helmsley Health Discovery Tower
Commence construction (Fall 2018)
THE NEXT GREAT DISRUPTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION IS NOT TECHNOLOGY. IT IS COLLABORATION:

AMONG FACULTIES

WITH OTHER UNIVERSITIES

WITH INDUSTRY
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE, THE FIRST THING TO DO IS WAKE UP

(J.M Power)
THANK YOU.